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Purpose
‘Community involvement in evidence’ introduces community and third sector organisations to what is meant by, the drivers behind, and where information can be found on the main approaches to, community involvement in evidence.

The guide has been divided into four parts
Part 1 explores what is meant by community involvement in evidence. It starts by defining what is meant by ‘community’ and ‘evidence’ and points to the different types, degrees and stages of community involvement in evidence that there are.
Part 2 introduces a range of developments in policy in Scotland that are ‘driving’ community involvement in evidence. It contains policies that require public agencies to work with communities around evidence. It also includes opportunities for community organisations to use their own evidence in order to get stuff done – from taking over a building to influencing how a service is delivered.
Part 3 goes through some of the ways that communities can be involved in evidence. It highlights approaches such as co-producing evidence or and community-led action research. It also introduces guides and tools for community involvement in evidence. In each case, links are provided for further information.
Part 4 provides some short vignettes of community involvement in evidence. It contains examples that cover a range of policies mentioned in part 2 and methods and approaches from part 3.

Who is this guide for?
This guide is for anyone, but primarily those in the community and third sector, who want to carry out, support and know more about community involvement in evidence regardless of the level of experience they currently have. 
This includes: 
	Community and third sector organisations

Community members
	funders and commissioners
	policy makers, researchers and planners

This short resource builds on a series of introductory publications on evidence by the Knowledge Translation Network. These resources are:
	Evidence for Success: The guide to getting evidence and using it http://www.evaluationsupportscotland.org.uk/resources/270/" http://www.evaluationsupportscotland.org.uk/resources/270/ 
	Collaborating with academics http://evaluationsupportscotland.org.uk/resources/340/" http://evaluationsupportscotland.org.uk/resources/340/
	Evidence from Elsewhere: Gathering, analysing and using other people's evidence http://www.evaluationsupportscotland.org.uk/resources/395/" http://www.evaluationsupportscotland.org.uk/resources/395/ 
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Part 1: What is community involvement in evidence?
To start with, here are some examples:
A bus service provider wants to improve disabled access across its service. It works with a disabled people’s organisation to set up focus groups in which disabled people discuss the barriers they face using buses and how these can be overcome. The bus service provider gathers the data and uses the findings from the focus groups to improve its service.
Researchers conducting a study on how young people self-manage diabetes set up a research steering group consisting of young people with diabetes. The group helps to plan the research, and develops a methodology for gathering evidence in which young people create photo and video diaries of how they manage their condition. The steering group also advises the project on its findings and how to publish these in an engaging format.
A community council knows that a major concern of residents is the closure of the local community building. It leads on the development of a community action plan, highlighting community support for the taking over and running of the building by the community. This eventually leads to the setting up of a community development trust with a view to purchasing the building from the local authority.
The examples hopefully give an indication of what community involvement in evidence is. They show that what we’re talking about doesn’t have to be complicated, but that it can take a range of quite different forms. This will depend on who the community is, what evidence is being gathered and how the community is involved. 
Definitions
To unpack this a bit more, let’s define what we mean by the terms ‘community’, ‘involvement’ and ‘evidence’.
Community
As illustrated in the first two examples above, a community can be a group of people who share a characteristic such as being disabled, being of a similar age or having a health condition. Of course, a community can also consist of people who live in the same place, as is the case in the final example.
As a result, the National Standards for Community Engagement define community as “a group of people united by at least one common characteristic, including geography, identity or shared interests.”
Evidence
The Oxford English Dictionary (OED) definition of evidence is ‘the available body of facts or information indicating whether a belief of proposition is valid or true.’ A simpler way of putting this might be that evidence is the facts that help to make a case. Read the Knowledge Translation Network’s Evidence for Success guide for an introduction to gathering and using evidence.
Different types of evidence exist. For instance, the Evidence from Elsewhere guide (also by the Knowledge Translation Network) defines ‘primary evidence’ as ‘anything which is gathered or commissioned by your organisation about its own activities or approaches’. ‘Secondary evidence’ is defined as anything gathered by someone else.
Involvement
By ‘involvement’, we mean having an active, and not passive, role in regard to evidence. At the same time, the degree of involvement can be greater or smaller. This can be seen in the three above examples. In the first of these, the involvement of disabled people in gathering evidence to improve the bus service doesn’t go much beyond consultation. In the other two examples, community members have more say in how the evidence is planned, gathered and used.
Part 3 of this resource will signpost you to a range of methods and tools that can be used, each with different levels and types of community involvement in evidence. Next, in part 2, we introduce some of the main drivers for community involvement in evidence.Part 2: Drivers for community involvement in evidence
Evidence gathered and used by communities is relevant to a range of recent developments in policy and practice in Scotland. Some of the main developments are listed below. They include policies that create opportunities for communities to have more influence in shaping local services. The list also contains some approaches or tools that community and voluntary organisations are already using in Scotland in order to gather evidence with communities.

Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act (2015)
The Community Empowerment Act aims to empower communities by strengthening their voices in decisions about public services and making it easier for them to own and manage land and buildings. 
Community organisations making an asset transfer request (to take over publicly-owned land or buildings) under the Act must evidence the support they have from the community they represent. The guidance for making asset transfer requests lists the following options for finding out people’s views:
	a vote taken at a public meeting

a community survey
results of a community action planning process or charette
results of a community budgeting process 
There is no requirement to show support of the wider community when making a participation request (to start a dialogue with public organisations about improving services). However, the guidance for this part of the Act highlights that this evidence will help a community organisation to make a case for why it should be involved.
Part 2 of the Community Empowerment Act makes changes to how community planning works. One area that the Act strengthens is the involvement of community organisations in community planning. In some local authority areas, such as East Ayrshire, community planning partnerships are supporting the development of community-led action plans (see part 3) as part of their wider community engagement.

Locality Planning 
In addition to local authority area-wide plans, community planning partnerships (CPPs) must now develop locality plans, which cover smaller areas that could gain the most from improved planning. These are likely to include postcode areas with the highest Social Index of Multiple Deprivation (SIMD) scores. Locality plans can also focus on communities of identity (e.g. Black and Minority Ethnic groups and disabled people) residing across the local authority area.
Under the Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act, CPPs must involve local community organisations in the development of these plans. This is likely to involve identifying priorities with communities and agreeing what actions need to be taken by different partners.

Local Place Plans 
Whereas community planning focuses on how services are delivered locally, spatial planning is about how the built environment is planned and developed. The Planning Bill is currently passing through the Scottish Parliament committee system. It proposes changes to how spatial planning is carried out in Scotland. The bill outlines a new way for communities to feed into the planning system called local place plans (LPPs). LPPs will be prepared by communities – this is an area where community organisations will need to consider how to work with their communities to identify local priorities for development.
http://nickwrightplanning.co.uk/local-place-planning-planning-review-envisaged.htm
http://www.dtascommunityownership.org.uk/community/community-place-plans/what-are-place-plans/what-are-place-plans

Place based approaches 
This term has been used to group together a range of approaches focused on change at a neighbourhood level, involving organisations working in partnership and the involvement of local people. A place-based approach generally aims to identify common bonds and boundaries of communities, assets or resources within the community, relevant partners and agreed outcomes to work towards. 
Place-based approaches are likely to be used in the different types of planning described above (e.g. community planning, locality planning and local place plans). This work can be agency-led but there is a strong argument that it will be more effective if communities are supported to feed in their own evidence, possibly through community-led action plans, setting out local priorities and information about the community.
More on place-based approaches can be found at:
	http://whatworksscotland.ac.uk/topics/place-based-approaches/
	https://www.corra.scot/place-based-working-project/


Children’s Services Plans
Children’s Services Plans are normally produced by health and social care partnerships.  The Children and Young People (Scotland) Act 2014 specified that these plans must set out how children’s services will most effectively safeguard, support and promote children’s wellbeing over a three-year period.  
Voluntary and community organisations that represent the interests of children and young people should be consulted as part of the preparation of this plan. The Act does not call for direct engagement with children and young people. However, many voluntary and community organisations in this field will want to involve children and young people in generating evidence to inform Children’s Services Plans.

Localities (Health and Social Care)
The Public Bodies (Joint Working) (Scotland) Act 2014 requires health boards and local authorities to integrate a range of health and social care services. Under this legislation, health and social care partnerships are required to involve service users and carers in the planning of local services. Often, voluntary and community organisations will represent these interests on health and social care structures. Many will involve their members in identifying priorities for improving services.

Community Justice Plans 
Under section 17 of the Community Justice (Scotland) Act 2016, local Community Justice Partnerships (consisting of agencies and services with a role in community justice) must produce a Community Justice Outcomes Improvement Plan. Relevant community and voluntary organisations must be supported to participate in the development of this plan. Involving communities, including people who have been through the criminal justice system, will be an integral part of this.

Independent Care Review
The Scottish Government launched this review in 2017 to look at the care system for young people and children in Scotland. Through initiatives such as 1000 Voices, the review is listening to young people’s experiences of care, as well as those of their families and carers. The review also wants to hear from organisations working with and for children and families. It will provide the Scottish Government with recommendations on how to improve care.Part 3: Main approaches to community involvement in evidence
As introduced in part 1, communities can be involved in evidence in a range of different ways. Plenty information and guidance can be found on the main approaches to community involvement in evidence. This section avoids duplicating this information, and seeks to list the main approaches in one place, while signposting you to where you can find out more.  

Co-production of evidence 
What is it?
Since around 2010, the term co-production has been applied to the planning and design of public services. It involves those who provide public services and those who use them working more closely together and drawing on each other’s strengths to create better services for everyone.   
The co-producing of evidence involves a similar closer working relationship between those who are traditionally seen as gathering evidence, such as researchers or academics, and the people who the evidence is gathered from, such as a community being researched. Carnegie UK Trust’s publication, The many shades of co-produced evidence lists the following activities that could be involved in co-producing evidence: designing a research project; peer-researcher interviewing; collaborative workshops to analyse data; and presenting the evidence with community members.
Why do it?
The Carnegie UK Trust briefing also identifies some of the benefits of co-producing evidence, including making evidence more relevant, accessible and more able to influence policy and practice. It is therefore an approach that will be useful for researchers who want to improve their evidence in this way. Community organisations may also wish to propose to researchers that evidence is co-produced, citing the benefits this can bring to a research project.
Find out more
Read the Carnegie UK Trust’s The many shades of co-produced evidence at https://www.carnegieuktrust.org.uk/publications/the-many-shades-of-co-produced-evidence" https://www.carnegieuktrust.org.uk/publications/the-many-shades-of-co-produced-evidence
Find out more about co-production at http://coproductionscotland.org.uk/coproweekscot" http://coproductionscotland.org.uk/coproweekscot  

Community-led Action Planning
What is it?
Community-led action planning involves working with local people to identify priorities and gather information with a view to setting out what will happen next. It gives people an opportunity to start with what’s important to them and set out what they think needs to happen to make sure that their communities are better places to live. The process is becoming more widespread through significant investment from Scottish Government and some support from local government.
Why do it?
Community organisations working for the benefit of their community can use this approach to establish what is important to community members and how this can be take forward. A community-led action plan will also help to make a case to funders or public bodies as to why they should get behind a proposal. For both these reasons, a community-led action plan can be a helpful step in taking forward activities such as regenerating a high street or taking community-ownership of a building.
Find out more
SCDC has developed an online toolkit for Argyll and Bute Council to help groups get started on community-led action planning. https://www.communitytoolkit.net/

Community-led action research 
Community-led action research is a way of doing research where the issue to be researched, the way the research is carried out, and how the research results are used is decided by the community. This makes community-led action research different from traditional research which tends to be conducted on the community by researchers from outside the community.
Why use it?
The aim of community-led action research is to make a difference to the problems or issues that affect people’s lives. It is more likely that this aim will be achieved if the people who directly experience these issues have a big part in identifying, researching and addressing them.
Community-led action research can enable a community organisation or group to gather evidence on an issue in their community while building skills and community ties at the same time. 
Find out more
SCDC’s website provides a straightforward introduction to what community-led action research is as well as links to useful guides and resources. https://www.scdc.org.uk/hub/community-led-action-research" https://www.scdc.org.uk/hub/community-led-action-research

Participatory Action Research
What is it?
Participatory Action Research (PAR) is an approach to gathering and using evidence that emphasises collaboration between professional researchers and communities. Most definitions of PAR place an emphasis on research being community-led, with community members taking a lead role in deciding the project aims and methods as well as in gathering and using the evidence. Like community-led action research, PAR focuses on making positive change happen.
Why use it?
Given its emphasis on change and building community skills and knowledge, PAR should be a useful collaborative approach for organisations and communities to gather and use evidence to make a difference to the community. 
Find out more
Researchers at Durham University and members of Lune Rivers Trust have put together a short guide to PAR https://www.dur.ac.uk/resources/beacon/PARtoolkit.pdf" https://www.dur.ac.uk/resources/beacon/PARtoolkit.pdf 

Participatory Appraisal
What is it?
Participatory appraisal (PA) focuses on the evidence gathering stage, providing a range of accessible tools for people to identify their own priorities and other information about their community. It places a particular emphasis on visual methods, which can be more accessible and engaging than traditional form of gathering evidence such as surveys.
Why use it?
As with community-led action research, PA is useful for gathering evidence that reflects the interests and priorities of the community. Furthermore, given that the focus of PA is on gathering evidence, it can be used as part of a wider community-led action research project.
Find out more
A good online source of information on PA is provided by English-based charity, involve https://www.involve.org.uk/resources/methods/participatory-appraisal" https://www.involve.org.uk/resources/methods/participatory-appraisal 

Other tools and methods
A range of participatory methods can be used as part of the above approaches. More traditional methods of gathering and using evidence such as questionnaires, focus groups and report writing should be considered (and these can be used in participative and innovative ways!). However, we’ve listed a few newer participatory methods which may be less well known.
	Community Asset Mapping – a participatory way for communities to identify land, buildings and services that are important to them. https://mycommunity.org.uk/help-centre/resources/land-and-building-assets/map-assets-community/" https://mycommunity.org.uk/help-centre/resources/land-and-building-assets/map-assets-community/ 
	Place Standard - Developed by NHS Health Scotland, the Place Standard is a tool that can help people working in and with communities to think about the physical elements of a place (e.g. its buildings, spaces, and transport links) as well as the social aspects (e.g. whether people feel they have a say in decision making). The tool provides prompts for discussions, allowing people to consider all the elements of place in a planned way. Used well, the Place Standard can be a useful way to involve local people in gathering information about their community in order to work towards positive change. https://www.placestandard.scot/" https://www.placestandard.scot/
Story dialogue - a structured process that enables valuable personal experiences to draw out important themes and issues in the community. Actions can be planned around these insights. A brief introduction and guide to story dialogue is provided in SCDC’s Action Research in the Community (ARC) guide https://www.scdc.org.uk/what/community-led-action-research/arc 

Using drawings, photos and audio/visual recordings – these methods can make gathering evidence more engaging and accessible. These tools can also be used to find more creative ways to reflect on and present evidence. Again, ARC provides some introductions to these https://www.scdc.org.uk/what/community-led-action-research/arc" https://www.scdc.org.uk/what/community-led-action-research/arc
	Why bother Involving people in Evaluation? This workbook from Evaluation Support Scotland can help you plan why, when and how to involve the people you work with in evaluation. The workbook is an editable PDF document which you can fill in, save, edit, share with your colleagues, and print. http://www.evaluationsupportscotland.org.uk/resources/297/" http://www.evaluationsupportscotland.org.uk/resources/297/
	National Performance Framework – This contains the Scottish Government’s 11 National Outcomes, a set of broad ambitions around making Scotland better for everyone who lives here. The outcomes and the indicators, which sit underneath them, can be useful for community organisations to measure their impact against, given that they are aspired to at a national level. https://nationalperformance.gov.scot/" https://nationalperformance.gov.scot/  
	National Standards for Public Involvement in Research - These UK-wide standards provide a framework for reflecting on and improving the purpose, quality and consistency of public involvement in research. They can also be used by members of the public and community groups to assess and improve the extent of their involvement in a research project. https://sites.google.com/nihr.ac.uk/pi-standards/home?authuser=0" https://sites.google.com/nihr.ac.uk/pi-standards/home?authuser=0 

Other sources of useful information
The Knowledge Translation Network’s Evidence for Success series of resources (of which this resource is one!) are a great place to start for community organisations seeking to know more about all things ‘evidence’. www.evaluationsupportscotland.org.uk/our-work-partners/knowledge-translation-network/" www.evaluationsupportscotland.org.uk/our-work-partners/knowledge-translation-network/ 
Communities Channel Scotland contains resources to help community organisations to know their community and show their impact. http://www.communityscot.org.uk" http://www.communityscot.org.uk 
Evaluation Support Scotland has a wealth of practical guides and resources around evaluation. http://www.evaluationsupportscotland.org.uk/resources/" http://www.evaluationsupportscotland.org.uk/resources/ 

Part 4: Examples

Community-led action research into autism - Inverclyde Community Development Trust 

Inverclyde Community Development Trust carried out a piece of community-led action research with those befriending people with autism. The aim was to explore, understand and improve the service provided - and ultimately enhance the experience of all parties. They used photography as an accessible and empowering methodology. The outcome was a clearer understanding and deeper appreciation of the challenges faced in the community by those with autism: “it seemed to be more obvious to the referrer that that person needed paid social support – not that they needed to be back on the waiting list… the client became more like a person and less like a ‘body’”.

More
The above illustration was taken from ‘Knowledge is Power’, a community-led action research resource developed by SCDC and the Poverty Alliance in partnership with ten community organisations https://www.scdc.org.uk/what/knowledge-is-power" https://www.scdc.org.uk/what/knowledge-is-power 

Community evidence to support a participation request - Families into Sport for Health (FiSH) 
This community group in Lewis and Harris successfully submitted a participation request (PR) to Western Isles Council around “improved and equitable access to recreational facilities for the health and wellbeing of families, especially children.” Essentially the group are using a PR to further their campaign to pilot Sunday opening hours of a local sports centre. In their request, the group referred to a community survey they had been asked to carry out by the council in 2015. The survey interviewed 659 people who used the sports centre about opening hours. Not only did the survey show significant support for Sunday opening, but it suggested that service uptake would likely increase as a result, particularly among those aged between 25 and 44. On top of the survey, FiSH used their large and diverse membership to show how much community support their campaign has. The group also pointed to the popularity of family-oriented activities on Sundays in Lewis and Harris.
FiSH cited this evidence in their participation request form alongside other survey evidence from secondary sources. The evidence helped FiSH to justify the outcome they wanted improved. It was also useful in other parts of the form, including sections on why the group should participate and what knowledge and experience they bring. The participation request was agreed and led to FiSH meeting with the Community Planning Partnership and being invited to give feedback on the Outer Hebrides Physical Activity Strategy. The group feels the PR has progressed their campaign as part of their wider efforts. 
More
The participation request decision notice by Western Isles Council https://www.cne-siar.gov.uk/news/2018/february/cpr-decision-notice-fish/" https://www.cne-siar.gov.uk/news/2018/february/cpr-decision-notice-fish/ 

Using a community action plan to facilitate community asset transfer - Alva Community Council
Although community councils are not legally able to own assets such as land and buildings, community councils can take actions with a view to facilitating community ownership of local public assets. An example is provided by Alva Community Council (ACC) who, in 2015, developed Alva Community Action Plan in which helped to establish asset transfer as a community priority. This eventually led to the Community Asset Transfer of the Cochrane Hall, a key community venue and hub in Alva, from Clackmannanshire Council to Alva Development Trust.
In 2014, ACC started holding community meetings to gather views and begin preparing a community action plan. A steering group was formed to oversee the development of the plan consisting of community council members as well as members of the wider community. In 2015, the group delivered a short survey to every property in Alva, also making it available online. 
240 people responded to the survey, with responses categorized using a spreadsheet and themes highlighted based on the most common response to each question. Alva Community Action Plan was published later that year, showing that the top priorities were around the need for a multi-purpose community facility and the upkeep of buildings in the town centre.
The findings of Alva Community Action Plan proved useful in 2018, when Clackmannanshire Council proposed the closure of Cochrane Hall along with a number of other local community facilities. This led to more community members joining the CAPLan group and getting behind the setting up of a development trust to explore taking over Cochrane Hall.
Within a few months, and after a series of meetings with council officers and support from Clackmannanshire Third Sector Interface and Community Ownership Support Service the development trust had signed a three-year lease for the building. The trust plans to finalise the asset transfer of Cochrane Hall within three years using provisions in the Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act. They hope to make the hall into a community hub for Alva, and are developing links with a range of agencies and community organisations with a view to them locating their services in the hub.
More
Alva Community Action Plan can be found at http://www.alvacommunitycouncil.org.uk/alva-community-action-plan/" http://www.alvacommunitycouncil.org.uk/alva-community-action-plan/ 
	This illustration was adapted from one contained in Strengthening Community Councils, by SCDC and What Works Scotland https://www.scdc.org.uk/what/strengthening-community-councils" https://www.scdc.org.uk/what/strengthening-community-councils  

